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Within the theatre, electronic devices are not permitted, 
as they affect our sound system. photography, audio and 
video recording during a performance are prohibited by 
the canadian theatre agreement. this is important, as it 
ensures the protection of the work of the artists.

We ask that you enjoy any food, drinks, candy and gum 
before entering the theatre. ypt is a nut-free zone, as 
many people have severe, life-threatening allergies, so no 
peanuts or nut products are permitted in the theatre.

Important thIngs to consIder  
In the theatre

dIscuss wIth your class the role 
of an audIence member

you play a vital part in the success of a theatrical performance.  
in the way that the actors have a responsibility to the audi-
ence, as audience members, you have a responsibility to 
each other and to the actors on stage. 

actors are thrilled when the audience is engaged and 
responsive. We want you to laugh, cheer, clap and really 
enjoy your time at the theatre. at the same time, please 
remember to be considerate. talking, whispering and ex-
cessive movement during a live performance is distracting 
for the actors and disruptive for other audience members. 

Watching a play can often make you think about things 
in a new way. the Q&a after the show is the perfect time 
for you to ask questions you might have. as you watch the 
play, prepare one question to ask the actors.

thInkIng about the  
whole productIon

During the show, look at different aspects of the produc-
tion together. Before the show, identify tasks for your class. 
For instance, have one group focusing on the set, another 
listening for the music and sound effects, a third watching 
the lighting and a fourth, the costumes. Compare notes 
after the show about what you observe. You will be more 
informed and you’ll be surprised by how much you noticed.

theatre is a 
two-way exchange
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We’re so glad you’re coming to visit us here at the  
theatre. We want you to feel safe and welcome  
whenever you come to YPT. Whether you’ve come to 
the theatre before or this is your first time at YPT, this 
guide will help prepare you for your visit.
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Blue planet is the story of a blissful planet where only children live, that is until a travelling salesman arrives with the offer of 
granting them their most prized wish: flying. as part of our 2012/13 season theme of “i hope, i dream, i wish”, this story shows 
how one seemingly small wish can make a big difference. this play, adapted from andri Snaer magnason’s original book “the 
Story of the Blue planet”, explores the consequences of our actions and the ways in which we affect others, both in our 
community and across the world.  

the questions and exercises in this study guide will help you and your students to engage more deeply in this story. Students 
will explore drama through improvised character exploration while also reflecting on social action and the connectedness 
of the world in which we live. the pre-show unit includes activities that explore personal wishes and dreams, and the 
interconnectedness of individuals within a large community. the post-show unit offers activities that will allow students to 
reflect on cause and effect, stewardship and youth empowerment.

With this guide, we strive to inspire your students to form and put into practice their own innovative ideas on how they can 
truly make a difference on this planet. 

In relation to the arts Curriculum students will:
engage actively in drama exploration and role play, with a focus on exploring drama structures, key ideas, and pivotal 
moments in their own stories and stories from diverse communities, times, and places. 
express personal responses and make connections to characters, themes, and issues presented in their own and others’ drama works.
demonstrate an understanding of the element of role by selectively using some other elements of drama (e.g., time and place, 
relationship) to build belief in a role and establish its dramatic context. 

In relation to the Social Studies and History and Geography Curriculum students will:
explain the geographic concept of environment and interaction (how people change the environment as they use it).
describe ways in which they and their families use the natural environment.
analyze current environmental issues or events from the perspective of one or more of the themes of geographic inquiry.
choose an environmental issue that illustrates one of the themes of geographic inquiry and explain why various individuals and 
groups have different opinions on the issue. 

In relation to the Science and environmental Science Curriculum students will:
make connections between science, technology, society, and the environment.
propose courses of practical action to deal with problems relating to science, technology, society, and the environment.
analyze the positive and negative impacts of human interactions with natural habitats and communities.
analyze the long-term impacts on society and the environment of human uses of energy and natural resources, and suggest 
ways to reduce these impacts. 

By participating in the exercises in this study guide, students will be fulfilling the requirements of the ontario ministry of 
education curriculum.

strands and curriculum connections 

curriculum connectionS: Social Studies, Science and technology, environmental education, 
equity and inclusive education

character education connectionS: co-operation, empathy, honesty, respect, responsibility, 
teamwork

themeS: environmental Stewardship, the consequence of Wishes, personal decisions/Global and 
environmental impact

thematic overview

the arts

socIal studIes & hIstory and geography

scIence & envIronmental scIence

a sincere thank you to Belarie Zatzman and her theatre for young audience class from york university: maame ataa-adwubi, 
Jameel Baker, Shawna Blain,Silvi Brahimaj, Sydney Brockway, carmen chen, matthew cleary, natalie davis, danny di Giovine, 
anita ellero, vasilios filippakis, milana Glumicic, lauren handelsman, emmarose macdonald, elizabeth maceachern, christopher 
ravn, michelle Santacroce, thuksha Gabriella Selvarajah, priyanka Singhal, megan Bell Stewart, ashley-anne tracey, cheyenne 
vivian, and alexandria Williams for their thoughtful and inspiring work on this guide.
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synopsis
on a planet far out in space there are no adults, only children. these wild children – whose well of youthfulness has 
never run dry – play all day without anyone telling them what to do. When a mysterious salesman lands on their 
planet and grants them their most fervent wish – the ability to fly – an adventure ensues. the children don’t realize 
the price they have to pay to have everything they want until they discover their ability to fly is putting children on 
the other side of the planet in peril. Bravery and youthful ingenuity are needed to reverse the consequences of their 
actions. and in the end, everyone gets what they need and a little of what they wish for.

glossary
Character 

Community 

Consequence
Dream 

Ethic 
Environment 

Hope
In-role 

Myth

Mythology

Resources

 Stewardship

 
Tableau

Wish

a person in a novel or a play. it is also a part played by a performer; a role. 
a unified group of individuals with a common characteristic or interest, living together within a larger 
society. 
something produced by a cause or following from a set of conditions.
a series of thoughts, images, and sensations occurring in a person’s mind during sleep. a cherished 
aspiration, ambition, or ideal. 
a set of moral principles relating to or affirming a specified group, field, or form of conduct.
the surroundings or conditions in which a person, animal, or plant lives or operates. 
to cherish a desire with anticipation.
acting a part, participating in an activity while staying in character.
a traditional narrative usually involving supernatural or imaginary persons and embodying popular ideas 
on natural or social phenomena.
a body of traditions or stories, usually somewhat idealized, concerning a particular person, institution, or 
event of a group of people.
a stock or supply of money, materials, staff, and other assets that can be drawn on by a person or 
organization in order to function effectively. an action or strategy which may be adopted in adverse 
circumstances. 
an ethic that embodies the responsible planning and management of resources entrusted to one’s 
care. the concepts of stewardship can be applied to the environment, economics, health, property, 
information, and religion. 
a group of silent, motionless figures used to represent a scene, theme or abstract idea or an important 
moment.
to feel or express a strong desire or hope for something that is not easily attainable.

the company
creatIve team
director

Set & costume designer
lighting designer

original music & Sound designer
flying director
flying captain

assistant director
Stage manager

assistant Stage manager

allen macInnis
camellia koo
Jason hand
lyon smith
Johnny o. pickett
scott kitcher
stephen colella
andrea schurman
dustyn wales

the cast
loa/mole/Soley

Brimir
magni/Bear/hannes

elva/hyena/vala
hulda

Bjarki/tiger/orvar
Jolly Goodday

Jasmine chen
Jakob ehman
darrel gamotin
Jajube mandiela
pJ prudat
aaron stern
rylan wilkie

i still dream i can fly. it has always been my favourite dream 
since i was very small. in my dream, i just have to lean into 
the wind in a certain way and i take off. it is all a matter of 
balance – at least that’s what it feels like. So nine years ago, 
when former ypt artistic director maja ardal handed me 
andri Snaer magnuson’s play Blue Planet, i was thoroughly 
excited about the possibility of having flying in a play. maja 
told me the story in such a compelling fashion – icelanders 
are great storytellers – and reading the play confirmed that 
this was something i simply had to do. the experience of 
directing Blue Planet in 2005 was one of my most satisfying 

theatrical projects, ever.

choosing to include a new production of Blue Planet in our 
2012-2013 season was easy. it is a great fit for the season 
theme: i wish, i hope, i dream. When the intergalactic, 
travelling salesman grants the children of the blue planet their 
wish to fly, they discover that wishes can come true but they 
do not come free. moreover, like anything else in the world, 
wishes and dreams that become real have to fit into the world 
and compete with other needs, other concerns. the children 
re-learn what they perhaps had taken for granted: that 

director’s note - allen maclnnis
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What inspired you to write The Story of the Blue Planet for 
children?

i have always loved the books that inspired me most as a child. 
Some of them really stick in my memory and when i re-read 
them as an adult i continue to discover many different and 
new layers. i also love icelandic folklore, mythology and, as 
an adult, imaginative writers like kurt vonnegut and George 
orwell. much of the influence for the Story of the blue planet 
comes from my grandparents. they became wild children 
every summer. they ate everything that could walk, swim or 
fly. they owned a farm that stands on the arctic circle where 
the sun shines all day in June and July and i would often wish 
life could always be like that: never-ending sun.

i decided to set this play on a planet full of wild children 
where everything was perfect until a vacuum cleaner 
salesman comes to fulfill wishes and bring happiness. he 
puts a nail in the sun so it can shine forever. When i came 
up with this particular idea -the idea of the nail in the sun, 
which leads to the other side of the planet starting to die, i 
realized that i had stumbled upon a very powerful metaphor. 
i was confronted by themes i never imagined i could put in 
a children’s book; themes like democracy, equality, sharing, 
giving, entertainment vs. awareness, environmental issues and 
war. everything became interwoven as a consequence of one 
action – putting the nail into the sun. 

a planet is complicated to live on; everyone has a very short 
horizon. it is interesting to think that traditional mythologies 
were created before humans knew we were living on one of 
many planets. and that is one of our greatest challenges. We 
can make our wishes come true but are not aware that our 
happiness might be harming somebody on the other side of 
the planet. So i think i wanted the reader to understand how 
even the biggest problems can have solutions if we really 
want to solve them.

Can you talk about the process of adapting the novel to a 
play?

When i had almost finished the novel there was a new play 
competition at the icelandic national theatre so i decided 
to participate and write the story as a play. i had always 
dreamed of having a play on a grand stage. i wanted to be 
a part of the wonder of theatre with a rotating stage, flying 
actors, singing, dancing, drama and the magic of lights. 

What is most exciting about seeing this story come to life on 
stage?

the most exciting (and sometimes the greatest anxiety) is 
all the things that are not in your hands anymore. to see the 
music, lights and the acting all come together, to imagine 
that 50 people are working on some crazy thing that was 
just in your head a few years earlier, to meet characters that 
were just on paper and to speak to them, and then to see the 
audience respond is always fun because you see that all the 
magical connections have been made. 

What do you hope audiences who see the play will take away 
from it?

i hope they will want to come back! theatre for young 
audiences is like planting seeds. it grows future generations to 
love the theatre. i hope it inspires thinking, ideas and creates 
discussions. i might even hope to see children taking action 
to better the planet. in the old days when we thought the 
earth was flat we did not have to worry about the other side 
of the planet. now life is more complicated and things that do 
not seem connected are in fact interconnected. i hope that 
audiences will wonder if there is a nail in the sun and will find 
a way to take it out. 

Interview with the playwright - andri snaer magnason

everything is connected. everything affects everything else. 

You move just a finger
Say the slightest word
Something’s bound to linger
be heard
no one acts alone
Careful
no one is alone
lyrics by Stephen Sondheim, Into the Woods

the children of the blue planet don’t know until things start 
to go wrong that they will have to manage the consequences 
of attaining the ability to fly. this profound story is a 
fantastic, high-stakes adventure that implicates everyone 
in the audience. the struggles, choices, realizations, and 
solutions the children undertake are felt by everyone in 
attendance. Blue Planet is the kind of play that defines 
compassion – which literally means ‘suffering with’ – and it is a 
powerful depiction of hope for the world: children developing 
innovative ideas for how to share the planet’s resources.

• What is the difference between a wish and a dream?
• What is the difference between a need and a want?
• What is a consequence? 
• if there were only children living in this world, how would your life be different?
• if there were only children in this world, how would you decide what was fair?
• how do you define community? What is needed to make a community?

pre-show Questions
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pre-show exercIse 1: the wIsh sculpture garden

pre-show exercIse 2: wIshes to actIon

Objective:
Students will think critically about potential obstacles and solutions to a wish they have. they will discuss their thoughts with 
others and also express them using their bodies and poses.  

Materials:
• Writing utensils
• paper 

Objective:
in this exercise, students will collectively explore the idea of sacrifice when trying to get something they want. they will 
explore what potential sacrifices could be, as well as when they may be necessary. 

Materials:
• Writing utensils
• paper
• chart paper

Directions:
• Building on the previous exercise, have the students talk about some of the wishes that were displayed in the 

sculpture garden. 
• organize students into groups of 4-6 people and distribute chart paper to each group. 
• have students choose one wish per group and write it in the centre of the chart paper. 
• prompt the students to now come up with things they might “give up” or sacrifice in order to achieve their wish. for 

example, in Blue Planet the children give up their own youth to Jolly Goodday so they can keep flying.
• once each group has put down their ideas, have them present their ideas to the class. 

Debriefing Questions:
What kinds of things were people most willing to go without?
did any of the sacrifices people were willing to make surprise you? Why?
is it always necessary to give something up in order to get something that we want?

extension: choose one wish that you would actually like to try to achieve as a class. outline possible problems, solutions and 
sacrifices you would be willing to make in order to achieve this collective wish. 

pre-show exercises

Imagine there was 
no one to order you 
around. no teachers 
and no schools, no 
parents and no rules. 
You are free and you 
never grow old.

Directions: 
• have students close their eyes and imagine that the classroom is a planet where only children live. 
• have students think about a ‘Wish’ they might have while living on this type of planet.
• then, have students think of a ‘problem’ or obstacle that could get in the way of obtaining their wish. 
• have students determine what a possible ‘Solution’ to this problem would be.
• Give students a few minutes to think about this quietly and then organize a think–pair–Share for students to discuss 

their ideas.
• While still in these partnerships, ask students to come up with three individual poses to show their Wish, problem and 

Solution.
• divide the class in half. have the first group spread out across the room freezing as their ‘Wish’ pose (essentially 

creating a frozen sculpture), while the other half of the class wanders around looking at them as spectators in the 
Sculpture Garden.

• once they have had time to look at all of the sculptures, ask them to transition to their second (‘problem’), and finally, 
their third (‘Solution’) pose. 

• lastly, give the second half of the class a chance to demonstrate their poses in the same way.

Debriefing Questions:
What made for the most effective or compelling sculptures?
What were some common features of the Wish sculptures?
What were some of the ways people chose to solve their ‘problems’?

pre-show exercIse 3: COMMUNITY & globalIsm
Objective: 
this exercise will help students think about the notion of community on both a local and global scale. By comparing their 
communities to those around the world, students will gain a better understanding of the similarities and differences within and 
between communities around the world, as well as their interconnectedness. 
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pre-show culmInatIng exercIse: wIshIng tree
Objective:
in this exercise, students will collectively create a portion of a larger picture/mural of a tree and the 
environment around it. 

Materials:
• cue cards or paper 
• construction paper and/or white paper
• glue & tape 
• scissors 

Directions: 
Part 1

• distribute the appendix B: Wishing tree cue cards 
to the students. the cards each describe a part of 
a tree and/or the environment around it (e.g. trunk, 
birds, grass, clouds, sun, moon, soil).

• organize students into small groups. the goal of 
each group is to work together to build part of 
the tree or environment. once each group has 
completed constructing their part of the whole, 
have all of the groups come back together and as a 
whole class, put the tree and environment around it 
together as a kind of mural. 

Part 2
• now, ask the students to think about their definition 

of dreams and wishes that they shared in the 
previous exercises.

• have students write down one wish to improve their 
local or global community on cards shaped like 
leaves.    

• collect all the cards and place them in a container.  
have each student select a card from the container 
and read the card aloud to the class, fixing their leaf 
on the tree.  

• once all of the cards are hung on the tree, have a 
discussion focused on sharing thoughts and ideas 
about their dreams, wishes and hopes for the future.

example

• pencil, markers & pencil crayons 
• a large piece of parchment paper
• appendix B: Wishing tree cue cards 

Debriefing Questions:
explain the importance of each section to the larger picture or environment (i.e. Why are roots important to a tree? Why are the 
branches or leaves important? how do these individual parts work together? 
What were some challenges of working on only a small part of a larger picture?
What is interesting about the overall image? 

Materials: 
• Bristol board
• Glue
• Scissors
• old magazines and newspapers
• internet access
• powerpoint or prezi
• appendix a: prompts to think about Different Communities

Directions:
• lead students on a 10 minute walk around the school, playground or block. this walk should be done in silence, but 

before going, ask students to closely observe what they hear, see and feel on this journey. 
• have the students silently enter the classroom and individually record their observations. possible prompts include: 

What are the resources available in this community? What is your favourite place within it? did it feel safe? What 
would you like to change about it?

• then, ask students to think about a place or community in another part of the world that they have learned about 
or visited. teachers can choose to provide a list of cities to students or have students conduct research. please see 
Appendix A: Prompts to Think about Different Communities for suggestions of communities that are especially well-
suited for comparison to toronto.

• have students research the chosen community. encourage them to explore the following: What are the resources 
available in this community? Who lives there? What is a popular thing to do? is it a safe place to live? for whom? What 
are the particular needs of that community?

• Student may choose to represent their findings on a bristol board or large sheet of paper or they may choose to 
create something using powerpoint, prezi or another presentation tool. they can work individually or in small groups 
to do this. 

Debriefing Questions:
how is the community that you researched different than the one that you currently live in? how are they the same? What are the 
major causes of the differences (i.e resources, location, climate, government?)
if you were to visit this city, what is the first thing you would like to do?
Who would you like to meet in this city?

at ypt, we are always learning and try our best to build our props and sets in an environmentally 
sustainable way. for this exercise, challenge your students to create this activity with sustainable or 
recycled material. 
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post-show exercIse 1: Blue PlAneT atom

post-show exercIse 2: creatIve problem solvIng

When Jolly Goodday arrives on the Blue Planet, he brings wonderful and amazing technology that allows the children to 
achieve some of their wildest dreams, but in attaining them the children have to make certain choices. 

• What are some of the choices that the characters made in Blue planet? 
• Why were these choices made? 
• What was the outcome of their decisions? 

• What’s the relationship between cause and effect?
• What does it mean to take responsibility for your actions? 

• What does stewardship mean to you? 
• can you give examples of stewardship in Blue planet? 

• do you think that children have the power to affect change? 
• What types of changes do you think you could make happen in your school, community, or even in the world?

Objective:
through tableau, students will recreate the most important moments and themes from the play.

Materials:
• Space for students to move around

Objective:
in this exercise, students will consider the perspectives of hulda, Brimir and the other children on the Blue planet and will explore 
the concepts of creative problem solving and compromise, working together through improvisation.

Materials:
• appendix C: Character list 

Directions:
•  divide the students into groups of 4-5. ask each 

group to decide who is a, B, c, d (and e).
•  explain that group members a and B are hulda and 

Brimir
• Group members c, d and e are Bjarki, elva and loa 

who stayed behind with Jolly Goodday when Brimir 
and hulda were blown to the dark side of the planet.

• Give instructions to the students in the roles of Bjarki, 
elva and loa that they have never been happier 
since Jolly Goodday arrived and taught them to fly. 
no matter what, they never want to stop flying.

• the students in the roles of hulda and Brimir are the 
only ones who can help the children in the darkness. 
they must convince their friends to release the sun.

• have each group apply improvisational skills to 
demonstrate the children’s debate as to whether 
they should release the sun or keep it for themselves 
to continue flying.   

Debriefing Questions:
for hulda and Brimir: What strategies did you use to try to 
convince Bjarki and elva to let the sun go?
how did it feel to not be listened to or taken seriously?
for Bjarki, elva and loa: how did it feel to hear you had to 
give up what you love most to help someone you had never 
met?

post-show Questions

post-show exercises

Directions:
• invite students to move through the space in a 

variety of ways: flying like butterflies, rocket ships, 
fireflies, hopping, skipping, moving in slow motion, 
backwards, changing levels, changing speed, etc.

• as students are traveling, call out the word ‘atom’ 
plus a number (i.e.: atom 2 or atom 6)

• Students must then quickly form a group with those 
closest to them comprised of that number. 

• repeat this exercise using numbers, as well as a 
title (from the following list) to go along with the 
numbers. have students form these groups and in 10 
seconds create a tableau to represent the given title:

• Wild children
• a Stranger arrives
• flying for the first time

• Giving a Gift
• putting a nail in the Sun 
• Waiting for the Sun to rise
• deception
• compassion
• everlasting darkness
• a king in his castle

• encourage students to make use of levels, focus, 
facial and physical expression. Students can 
edit their tableau, paying attention to one of the 
elements (i.e. they may choose to place more 
emphasis on including interesting facial expressions 
as a way to bolster their representation).
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post-show exercIse 3: hot seatIng

post-show exercIse 4: explorIng power

Objective:
in this exercise, students will engage fully in character/role play to find out information from a character, discover a character’s 
viewpoint and to develop the group’s questioning skills.  

Materials:
• a chair
• appendix C: Character list

Objective:
this exercise asks students to reflect on what it means to be powerful and powerless, with a particular focus on the power and 
agency of young people.

Directions: 
• ask the students to walk around the space as if they were the most powerful person in the room, in the city, in the 

world.
• now ask the students to walk as if they are powerless, and then even more powerless.
• choose the most powerful person in the play and walk like them. choose the most powerless character in the play 

and walk like them.

Debriefing Questions:
how did it feel to be powerful?
how did it feel to be powerless?
What was different in how you move and held your body?
do you think that young people have power?
how did the characters’ power change throughout the play? did one character become more powerful or less powerful? What 
happened to cause this change?

Directions:
• Start by having students collectively walk around 

the space, experimenting with physically depicting 
characters through different ways of walking and 
moving.

• ask the students to start thinking about a particular 
Character from the show. (See appendix C: 
Character list to remind you of the characters in the 
show). how did the actor use their body to perform 
this character?

• encourage students to explore the characters’ voice 
by asking how that Character spoke (i.e. fast, slow, 
high pitch, low pitch) and have students start using 
their voice in this way, saying the word “hello” to 
their peers as they walk by them.

• divide the students into groups of 5 or 6.
• one student (in character) will sit in the “hot seat” 

(in a chair in front of their peers or simply on the 
floor)

• the Character is questioned by the group about their 
background, behaviour and choices in the story. the 
person in the hot seat replies in-role. Characters may 
be hot-seated individually, in pairs or small groups. 

Debriefing Questions:
What did you learn about the characters through this 
exercise?
What skills did you have to use in order to embody your 
chosen character?

post-show exercIse 5: the power of us!
Objective:
this exercise is designed to emphasize the power of youth and to help students explore the notion of youth as a valuable resource. 

Materials:
• Writing utensils
• paper
• appendix d: the power of us! prompts

Directions:
• hand out a copy of appendix d and writing materials. ask students not to put their name on the paper.  
• have each student respond to the prompts individually.  
• have students trade the papers a few times so that everyone gets to read a number of different responses.
• have students choose a favourite line from the person’s sheet they are holding.
• have students stand in a circle and, one by one, read the line they have chosen.

Debriefing Questions: 
What themes were prominent among the responses? 
What did the prompts share in common? 
What differences surprised you?
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post-show culmInatIng exercIse: affectIng change
Objective:
this excerise will help students understand how they can affect change in their communities.  it also provides an opportunity 
to consider the consequence of a single action and reinforces the idea of stewardship. the expectation of this exercise is 
that children will be able to coherently create a persuasive, researched argument. for younger students, the class can create 
something collectively.  

Materials: 
• Writing utensils
• paper
• access to a computer and the internet 

Directions:
• have students review the ‘Wishes and Hopes’ 

that students identified for themselves and their 
community in the culminating pre-Show exercise (on 
page 7).

• Students will decide on one wish that they would like 
to focus on (i.e. instituting a recycling program in the 
neighbourhood, planting a tree at the school, etc.) 
 

• Student should research to whom the letter 
should be addressed (school principal, local mp, 
local service organization, the prime minister, the 
president of another country, etc.). 

• in their letters, have students outline why this issue 
is important to them, how it affects the community 
and the steps that they will take in getting their issue 
heard.

• have the students present their letters to the class.

prompts to thInk about dIfferent communItIes

take a moment to think about the following places:
• the community where your parents grew up 
• the community where your grandparents grew up 
• the community  where you were born (e.g.,if student was born in another country, province, or city)
• a community  on another continent 
• a community with a governmental system that is different from canada
• a community in another part of the world that you feel would be exciting to live 

alternatively, students can choose to research one of the sister cities to which toronto is twinned geographically and politically 
(as determined by toronto city hall). toronto maintains two types of relationships with other cities: partnership and friendship. 

partnership cities are selected by city staff with a focus on fostering economic development. 
Friendship cities are chosen by members of the community and endorsed by toronto city council. 

if a student lives outside of toronto, they may also check which city their community is partnered with.

appendix a
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appendix b
wIshIng tree cue cards

Sun

Trunk

Soil

Roots

Branches Moon

Birds &
Bugs Clouds
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JOLLY-GOODDAY
an unbelievably lively and cheerful 
space vacuum cleaner salesman who 
lands on the Blue planet, apparently 
by accident. despite his incredible 
liveliness and cheerfulness, there 
seems to be something suspicious 
about him just under the surface. 

BRIMIR
a really nice and well-meaning boy 
who sometimes has weird dreams.

HULDA
a very ordinary, but rather streetwise 
girl, clever at taking care of herself, 
knocking out seals, and trapping 
rabbits. a rather down-to-earth girl, 
but determined and crafty when 
necessary.

ELVA
a girl with ten fingers and ten toes. 
She’s a wild child, like hulda, but 
perhaps a little bossy, and maybe even 
a little bit nasty, but not overly so!

MAGNI
Brimir and hulda’s friend is a rather 
dark character, often sitting late 
at night on the edge of cliffs when 
the moon’s full and catching bats, 
which he then fries in camel butter. 
otherwise he mostly just eats arctic 
skuas and guillemots.

BJARKI
he’s called Bjarki the philosopher in 
the book, and maybe there is a little bit 
of a philosopher in him. We’ll see!

LOA
the butterfly girl who knows where the 
butterfly cave is; maybe she’s guarding 

it, but has forgotten from whom she is 
protecting it!

THE CHILDREN OF THE DARK
roughly as many as the children in 
the sunlight. the main characters 
include ORVAR, VALA and SOLEY. 
Some of the characters have names 
even though they are not used in the 
play. it must be so depressing to act a 
character with no name!

THE SKY-WOLF makes sure the skies 
are always blue and cloud-free. 

A BEAR, HYENA, tIger and mole 
also make an appearance. 

the SUN, MOON, STARS and CLOUDS 
also play important parts in the stage 
settings.

appendix c
Blue Planet CHARACTER lIst
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appendix d
the power of us! prompts

Some people think young people …

young people are really…

i feel powerful when…

i feel powerless when…

Being young means…

the hardest thing about being young is…

the greatest thing about being young is…

young people are powerful because…

i can affect change by…..
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sources & resources
onlIne resources
EC - Environment Canada
www.ec.gc.ca
environment canada is one of canada’s leading organizations 
that works towards protecting the environment and keeping 
canadians informed. they aid in conserving canada’s 
renewable resources, water resources and put into effect 
environmental policies and programs for the federal 
government. 

Evergreen Brickworks
http://ebw.evergreen.ca 
evergreen Brickworks is a vibrant green public space in 
toronto’s don valley. it is open year round and is known as 
a community  environmental centre that encourages and 
educates its community  members and visitors to live, work 
and play in a more environmentally sustainable way. there are 
a number of programs that run from the location including 
workshops and festivals. in 2010, evergreen Brick Works was 
named one of the top 10 geotourism destinations in the world 
by national Geographic. 

Free the Children
http://www.freethechildren.com
free the children works extensively as an educational resource 
and employer of young people and also as an international 
charity. they run programs both locally and internationally 
because they believe that young people everywhere are 
capable of making a difference in the world and can be 
facilitators of change.

kids can make a difference 
www.kidscanmakeadifference.org/
a website inspiring kids to end hunger and poverty in their 
communities, their country and their world.

Me to We: We Live the Change 
www.metowe.com
me to We is an innovative social enterprise that’s built on a 
way of life: living we means walking softly, traveling lightly and 
making a difference in all your actions—small or large.

Plan Canada
plancanada.ca
becauseiamagirl.ca
plan is a global movement for change, mobilizing millions of 
people around the world to support social justice for children 
in developing countries.

UNESCO – United Nations, Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization
www.unesco.org 
uneSco is an organization that works hard to educate and 
create conversations within communities about issues of 
poverty, sustainability, intercultural dialogue and peace through 
education, sciences, culture and information. 

youth take action 
youthtakeaction.com
youth take action encourages leadership and innovation from 
youth.

the city of toronto
www.toronto.ca
find out more about your community and the city of toronto.

TGC- Toronto Green Community
http://torontogreen.ca 
toronto Green community  is a grassroots, non-profit group 
that has been established in toronto since 1995. their mission 
is to engage community  members in environmental issues and 
concerns generated around where they work, live and spend 
time. Some of the issues tGc are particularly interested in are 
those of clean air, local organic foods and minimal waste.

tv / fIlm documentarIes
BBC Documentaries – “Planet Earth” TV Series 
the documentary television series “planet earth” was one of 
the most extensive documentaries produced about nature. it 
takes a truly unique, in depth look at the diversity of the planet 
we live on. it was produced in 2006 and both the discovery 
chanel and the cBc came on as co-producers.

PBS – Documentary “Climate of Doubt”
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/climate-of-doubt/

“climate of doubt” explores how the actions of human beings 
on this planet greatly affect climate change and the problems 
we are facing today. the pBS documentary also looks at a 
movement that tried to discredit this scientific theory. 

books
hoogland, cornelia.  reconceptualizing human relationships 
to place through drama.  in Gallagher, k. and Booth, d. eds.
(eds.), how theatre educates: artists, educators, and advocates 
respond. toronto: university of toronto press,  2003, 211-230. 
print. 

Available at the Toronto Public library:
Suzuki, david, and david robert taylor. the big picture: 
reflections on science, humanity, and a quickly changing planet. 
vancouver, Bc: Greystone Books, 2009. print.

Suzuki, david, and ian hanington. everything under the sun: 
toward a brighter future on a small Blue planet. vancouver, Bc: 
Greystone Books, 2012. print.

Woodward, John. Climate Change. new york, ny: dk pub, 
2008. print.

World meteorological organization/united nations 
environment climate change program intergovernmental 
panel. Climate Change: IpCC Response Strategies. Washington, 
dc: island press, 1991. print.

CHILDREN’S LITERATURE
amsel, Sheri. everything Kids environment book: learn how 
you can help the environment by getting involved at school, at 
home, or at play. adams media, 2007. print

ehrmantraut, Brenda. night Catch. u.S.a: Bubble Gum press, 
2005. print

latham, donna. backyard biology: investigate habitats outside 
your door with 25 projects. White river Junction, vt: nomad 
press, 2013. print.

lee, fran. Wishing on a Star. 1st ed. layton, utah: Gibbs Smith, 
2001. 1-61. print.

peck, Jan & davis, david. the Green Mother Goose: Saving the 
World One Rhyme at a time. 2011. print. 
Sohn, emily, and tara koellhoffer. the environment. new york, 
ny: chelsea clubhouse, 2006. print. 
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YPT provides subsidized programs to qualifying schools through our Connections and Arts Impact initiatives, 
which offer students and teachers the ability to experience, participate and learn through live theatre. It is only 
with the generous support of our Education Partner, BMO Financial Group and our Arts Impact Sponsor, Great 
West Life, London Life & Canada Life, along with Tippet Foundation and an anonymous donor, that these pro-
grams are made possible. Please visit youngpeoplestheatre.ca for additional information.

subsidized programs for schools

education  partner artS  impact  partner

Jon kaplan’s IntroductIon to student revIewers

reviewing a play

theatre is, for me, an art form that tells me something about myself or gets me thinking about the world in which i live.  

Whether going to the theatre as a reviewer or simply an audience member, i think that watching a play is an emotional ex-
perience and not just an intellectual one. i always let a show wash over me, letting it touch my feelings, and only later, after 
the show, do i try to analyze those feelings.  

that’s when i start to think about some of the basic questions you ask when you’re writing a review – what did i see (story, 
characters, themes); how did i respond to what i saw; what parts of the production (script, performances, direction, design 
and possibly other elements) made me feel and think what i did; why was i supposed to respond in that fashion?

When you go to the theatre to review, take a few notes during a show if you feel comfortable doing so, but don’t spend your time 
writing the review during the show; you’ll miss what’s happening onstage.

Writing a review doesn’t mean providing a plot summary. that’s only part of the job; you have to discuss your reaction to 
what you saw and try to explore some of the reasons for that reaction.

i don’t believe that there’s any such thing as a totally objective piece of criticism. We are all individuals, bringing our own back-
grounds, experiences and beliefs to a production. in some fashion, every one of us sitting in the theatre is a critic, no matter 
whether we’re writing a review or not; we all react to and form judgments about what we see on the stage.

When i go to a production, i always keep in mind that the people involved in putting it on have worked long and hard – weeks, 
months, sometimes years – getting it onto the stage. even if i have problems with the result, it’s important to respect the efforts 
that went into the show.

Jon Kaplan is senior theatre writer at NOW Magazine, where he’s worked for the past 31 years.
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ypt is the largest the-
atre for young audences 
(tya) company in 
canada and a signifi-
cant institution in the 
canadian professional 
theatre community. over 
our 47-year history we 
have produced many 
of the most important 
works that now form the 
canon of plays for young 
audiences in this country. 

at the heart of founder Susan rubes’ idea for young 
people’s theatre (ypt) was a belief that children de-
serve a theatre of their own – with resources and stan-
dards no lesser than those for adults. She believed – as 
we do today – that young people deserve good theatre 
because theatre is good for young people.

through the communal experience of the theatre we 
create for them, children can receive indications of 
what is important, funny, trivial; positive, negative, 
wrong, right, rightish, wrongish; frightening, reassuring, 
empowering, unavoidable; familiar, new, eternal … We 
strongly believe that even through the most playful of 
plays, we are speaking powerfully to children about the 
community and the world in which they live.

therefore, at the centre of the artistic policy of ypt 
is a desire to have a positive and lasting impact on 
the emotional, social, and intellectual development of 
young people. We want children to be imprinted with 
experiences that will increase their access to the world, 
in order for them to grow into the unique and wonder-
ful people they were born to be. to do this, our pro-

gramming is drawn from the world classics of children’s 
stories, from contemporary works, from the new plays 
we develop, and from productions showcasing the 
most innovative and accomplished theatre for young 
audiences by other canadian and international theatre 
companies.

at ypt, because we are serious about child develop-
ment through theatre art, children can experience our 
work as either audience members or theatre creators. 
We extend the learning opportunities of our profes-
sional productions through our substantial education & 
participation department. the department’s services 
for teachers and students helps connect curriculum 
objectives and learning outcomes to the content of our 
professional productions; its Community participation 
projects link our theatre skill with the educational aspir-
ations of partners who are dedicated to the growth of 
young people; our interest-based drama School offers 
young people the chance to engage deeply in the ex-
citement of theatre art; and our Community volunteer 
programme offers everyone who wants it, the oppor-
tunity to participate in the mission of ypt. 

ypt is not only a professional theatre for young audi-
ences but a vital community-based centre of arts 
education.

allen macinnis
artistic director

young people’s theatre

educatIon & partIcIpatIon department
AMBER EBERT
INTERIM EDUCATIONAL SERVICES DIRECTOR
416.363.5131 x230 
AEBERT@YOUNGPEOPLESTHEATRE.CA

416.862.2222 | youngpeoplestheatre.ca | 165 front street east, toronto on, m5a 3z4

Government partnerS

ypt gratefully acknowledges the outstanding support of  
ada Slaight, Gary & donna Slaight & family

THE TRILLIUM FOUNDATION IS AN AGENCY 
OF THE GOVERNMENT OF ONTARIO


